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Abstract

Ubiquitous wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are expected to play an important role in

the future society for various applications. As a result, carefully managing the network

resources to improve the network performance becomes a hot research topic. In this thesis,

we study the perfonnance ofWSNs with a cluster tree topology, where all the cluster heads

(CHs) fonn a tree topology. The sensor nodes transmit data to their directly associated

CHs, which forward the traffic to the sink through other CHs in the cluster tree.

We first study the associations between sensor nodes and the cluster heads (CHs). In

a WSN where there is a strong overlapping coverage area between the CHs, associating

the sensor nodes to different CHs may result in different network perfonnance. As the

sensor node associations affect the traffic load within each cluster and that between the

clusters, timeline of the CHs should be allocated accordingly. We formulate three opti

mization problems by jointly considering the sensor node associations and CH timeline

allocations. The objectives are maximizing the throughput per sensor node, balancing

the energy consumption among the CHs, and maximizing the network level throughput,

respectively. Conesponding to each of the objectives, a heuristic association scheme is

designed and the timeline allocations of the CHs are calculated. Numerical results based

on computer simulation demonstrate that the proposed schemes achieve close-to-optimum

perfonnance.
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In the second part of the thesis we study the end-to-end transmission delay for traffic

at different levels of a WSN with the cluster tree topology. The end-to-end delay includes

both local transmission delay between the sensor nodes and their directly associated CHs

and inter-CH transmission delay between the forwarding CHs along the path to the sink.

Given the timeline allocations of each CH for local and inter-cluster traffic transmissions,

we find the distribution of the local traffic transmission delay and that of the inter-CH

transmission delay. Based on these results, we then derive the distribution of the end-to

end transmission delay and the packet drop rate due to excessive delay. The results provide

important guidelines for allocating the CH time resources in order to achieve certain delay

or packet drop rate performance. By appropriately allocating the CH time resources, it is

possible that traffic traversing more hops to the sink experiences better delay perfonnance

than that traversing a fewer number of hops.
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Notations

Ni Total number of sensor nodes associated with CH i

Nij Number of sensor nodes in overlapping area of CHs i and j

Nii Number of sensor nodes located in area covered by eH i only

Ntotal Total number of sensor nodes

nij Number of sensor nodes located in overlapping area of CHs i and j and

associated to CH i

TL,i Duration of local data receiving time of CH i

TR,i Duration of inter-CH receiving time of CH i

TT,i Duration of inter-CH transmitting time of CH i

TSF Duration of a superframe

~ Throughput per sensor node

Si Throughput of CH i per unit time during the CAP period

Ei Energy consumption of CH i in each SF

Emax,i Maximum allowed energy consumption of CH i during an SF

Pr Power that a CH consumes for receiving data

PT,i Power that CH i consumes for transmitting data

Ci Set of child CHs of CH i

Pi Set of the CHs along the path from CH i to the sink (sink is not included)
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KC,i

AC,i

At,i

XC,i

YC,i

DC,i

YF,i

ZF,i

XB,j

Zj

KF,j

DU,i

D e2e ,i

D max

Pdr,i

Set of neighboring CHs of CH i

Distance between CHs i and j

Time for transmitting one packet

TL,i/Tp

Number of generated packets in one SF

Number ofpackets arriving in the same SF as the tagged packet and earlier

than the tagged packet

Number oflocal packets waiting for transmissions at the beginning ofTL,i

Number of successfully received packets during local receiving time in one SF

Local transmission delay in cluster i

Number of received packets at CH i during inter-CH receiving time in one SF

Total number of packets collected during TC,i and TR,i in one SF

Total number ofpackets buffered at all child CHs of CH j at the end ofTR,j

Total number of packets received by CH j in one SF

TR,j/Tp

Inter-CH transmission delay from CH i to its parent CH

End-to-end transmission delay of traffic originated from cluster i

Maximum tolerable end-to-end delay

Packet drop rate at cluster i

Average arrival rate of local traffic
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Abbreviations

WSN

MEMS

VLSI

WPAN

MAC

Wireless Sensor Network

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems

Very Large Scale Integration

Wireless Personal Area Network

Media Access Control

CSMAlCA Canier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

QoS Quality of Service

CH Cluster Head

SF Superframe

GTS Guaranteed Time Slot

CAP Contention Access Period

CFP Contention Free Period

FFD Full Function Device

RFD Reduced Function Device
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives a brief introduction about the wireless sensor networks (WSNs), fol

lowed by the motivation of this thesis work and a summary of the related works.

1.1 A Brief Introduction to WSNs

1.1.1 Background

A wireless sensor network typically consists of a number of sensor nodes which can sense,

measure, and gather information from the environment. With the development in Micro

Electro-Mechanical Systems and Very Large Scale Integrated circuits technology, ubiqui

tous wireless sensor networks have gained worldwide attention and are expected to play

an impOltant role in the future society, such as for militmy applications, health care, traffic

control, home automation, industrial process and environmental monitoring, etc [1].

The research on WSNs started in 1993, when the Wireless Integrated Network Sensors

(WINS) program was initiated at the University of California, Los Angeles. The low-power
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Wireless Integrated Microsensors (LWIM) program started in 1995 is another project spon

sored by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) [2], and in 2003 the Na

tional Science Foundation (NSF) began to widely support the research on WSNs. Recently,

WSNs are an active research area in the fields of computer science and teleconununications.

1.1.2 Network Structure

A WSN can be infrastructure-based or ad-hoc. In an infrastructure-based WSN, some

nodes form a relative static infrastructure and are responsible for relaying traffic for other

nodes. Smart Dust [3] is an example of the network in this mode. While in an ad-hoc

network, sensor nodes conununicate with each other via one or multiple hops without an

infrastructure. As the deployment of an ad-hoc network is less costly, the ad-hoc mode is

adopted by many WSN applications. However, managing the network resources arid quality

of service provisioning in such networks is more difficult than in an infrastructure-based

network. Some WSNs may combine the infrastructure-based and ad-hoc modes, where

clusters of sensor nodes are inter-connected via some central access points referred to as

cluster heads (CHs), and all the data packets collected by the sensor nodes are eventually

forwarded by the CHs to the sinks.

The size of a WSN is detennined by many factors such as the cOlmnunication range

and coverage requirement, and may vary from a couple of nodes to thousands ofnodes. In

a typical WSN, each sensor node is equipped with a sensor that measures a certain physical

quantity, a microprocessor, a power supply, a radio transmitter and receiver. A sensor node

may ValY in size and cost, depending on the functional requirements and the resources of

the individual sensor nodes such as computational speed, memory and energy [4].

2
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1.1.3 Standards and Specifications

McMaster - Electrical Engineering

The IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee are among the predominant standards and specifications

for wireless sensor network communications. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies the

physical and medium access control (MAC) layers for low-rate, low-power and flexible

wireless personal area networks (WPANs) [5]. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines two

types ofnetwork nodes: full function devices (FFDs) and reduced function devices (RFDs).

An FFD can cOlmnunicate with other FFDs or RFDs, while an RFD can only communicate

with an FFD. In a WSN with a cluster topology, the entire network is partitioned into small

areas, and the most capable device in a cluster is selected as the cluster head. In a typical

WSN deployment, the CHs are FFDs and form the backbone of the network, while a large

number of sensors distributed in the network are RFDs.

The ZigBee specification is maintained and published by ZigBee Alliance, which is an

association of companies working together to enable low-power, low-cost WPANs based

on the IEEE 802.15.4 standards [6]. There are three types of ZigBee devices: ZigBee

Coordinator, ZigBee Router and ZigBee End Device. In each network, there is only one

ZigBee Coordinator, which is the most capable device in the network. ZigBee Routers can

communicate with each other and forward traffic from other devices, while ZigBee End

Devices are only allowed to transmit data to the ZigBee Coordinator or ZigBee Routers.

According to their functional capabilities, the ZigBee Coordinator and ZigBee Routers are

FFDs defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 standards, and the ZigBee End Devices usually are

RFDs which are less expensive to manufacture.

There are both contention-based and contention-free transmission periods specified by

the IEEE 802.15.4 standards. The standards allow two types of mechanisms for access

ing the contention access period (CAP): a slotted CSMA/CA used in the beacon enabled

3
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network, and an unslotted CSMAICA used in the non-beacon enabled network. For the

fonner, the CRs transmit periodic beacons to other network devices, and a superframe is

defined to be the period between two successive beacons. In a non-beacon enabled net

work, the CRs typically have their receivers continuously active to receive the data from

other network devices. Compared to the contention-based transmissions, the contention

free transmissions provide much higher efficiency and lower latency. The contention free

period (CFP) is composed of several guaranteed time slots (GTSs), and each GTS is as

signed to the communication from or to a particular device in the network.

It should be noted that a lot of WSNs currently studied in the literature do not follow

the IEEE standards. In particular, TDMA-based WSNs have been studied extensively in

the literature, and some examples can be found in [7]-[9].

1.1.4 Network Topologies

ZigBee Alliance defines three network topologies above the IEEE 802.15.4 physical and

MAC layers, the mesh topology, the star topology and the cluster-tree topology. In the

mesh topology, some of the nodes are connected with more than one adjacent node in

the network, and packets detennine theirs path to the destinations according to the routing

algorithm. Due to its cost and complexity, the mesh topology is usually used in the network

with a small number of nodes. The star topology is easy to design and implement, all the

devices in a star topology network are connected to central nodes, and the failure of each

device or connection does not affect the entire network as long as the central nodes function

well. The cluster-tree topology can be considered to integrate several small star topology

networks together, in which a root node connects with one or multiple lower level nodes,

and each node in the network has a specific number of child nodes connected to it in the

4
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hierarchy.

The topology of a WSN affects many network features and qualities, such as capacity,

latency and scalability. Both the star and cluster-tree topologies can use beacon frames

to synchronize devices to their parent node, and thus minimize power consumption of the

devices by intennittent operations.

1.2 Motivations of the Thesis Work

Observing the enviromnents and gathering data are the fundamental functions of a WSN,

and energy consumption and traffic delay are two main performance metrics to evaluate

the efficiency of this data collection process. In a WSN with specially deployed CBs,

association relation between the sensor nodes and the CBs is important as it affects the

overall network throughput, energy consumption, and other perfonnance. In a lot of cases,

the CBs are placed in random locations, and strong overlapping may exist between their

coverage areas so that the sensor nodes can choose to associate to different CBs. The

associations, on the other hand, affect the traffic load within each cluster and further affect

the traffic load between the CBs. Therefore, the timeline allocations of the CBs and the

sensor node associations should be jointly considered in order to provide desired QoS or

optimize certain network performance. Although extensive work has been done on sensor

node associations, no work is available for jointly considering the sensor node associations

and CB resource allocations in order to optimize the network performance.

Providing data transmissions with guaranteed QoS is of great importance in various

areas such as health care and environmental monitoring, and a lot of WSN applications

increasingly require real-time traffic with strict latency guarantees. For example, in emer

gency surveillance, data are supposed to be delivered within the maximum tolerable delay.

5
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As a result, meeting real-time QoS requirements is becoming a key issue ofWSN designs.

The end-to-end delay is not only related to the resource allocations at the local CH, but also

that of all the CHs along the end-to-end path to the sink. Developing an analytical model

for the distribution of the end-to-end delay can provide impOltant insights on designing

the real-time solutions for WSN applications. More importantly, the experienced end-to

end delay can be significantly different for traffic originated from different clusters in a

WSN. Appropriately allocating the CH timeline resources can achieve the desired delay

perfonnance. Little work has been done along this direction.

1.3 Related Works

In a network where all sensor nodes are homogeneous, the node serving as the CH con

sumes more energy than other nodes. Dynamic topology formation using protocols such

as Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) and its various modifications can

balance the energy consumption of the sensor nodes. The basic idea is to dynamically up

date the network topology so that in every update nodes with more remaining energy serve

as the CHs [10]. During the cluster fonnation phase ofLEACH, sensors in the transmission

range of more than one CH choose the CHs that require the minimum communication en

ergy. Thus typically the sensors choose the nearest CH. Energy efficient clustering scheme

(EECS) [11] is another distributed and load balanced clustering algorithm. According to

the cluster fonnation stage of this algorithm, sensors with more than one potential CH

choose the CHs by considering not only the distance to the CH but also the number ofhops

from that CH to the sink.

Recently, there has been some work, e.g., [12] [13], considering WSNs with heteroge

neous devices. A practical deployment for a WSN is to distribute a number of FFDs as

6
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the CRs and a number of RFDs as the sensor nodes, all in random locations. The FFDs

then form an infrastructure for the network with a certain topology. Since the cluster-tree

topology has better scalability than the star topology and is more suitable for large-scale

sensor networks, it is attracting increasingly more attention, e.g., [12]-[14].

It is possible that sensor nodes located in the overlapping area among several clusters

so that the sensor nodes can choose to associate to different CRs. In this case, the asso

ciation relation between sensor nodes and the CRs is important as it affects the network

perfonnance. Some work on sensor node associations in IEEE 802.15.4 network can be

found in [15]-[18]. The Simple Association Process (SAP) [15] and the Fast Association

mechanism (FAM) [16] are introduced respectively in order to decrease the association de

lay in practical IEEE 802.15.4 networks. In [17], the authors proposed association schemes

for pre-detennined devices to associate to their desired coordinator if the device is in the

transmission range of multiple similar IEEE 802.15.4 networks.

Designing delay-awareness MAC protocols in multi-hop networks is an active research

topic in recent years. In [19], the authors propose a Quality of service enhanced Base

station Controlled Dynamic Clustering Protocol (QBCDCP) to support video and imaging

traffic delivery in WSNs. According to this protocol, both intra-cluster and inter-cluster

cOlmnunications use a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme. Analytical results

show the trade-off between the end-to-end delively delay and the lifetime of sensor node.

A low latency MAC protocol for WSNs is proposed in [20]. The idea is that the active

period of the sensor nodes in each cluster is synchronized and with the same timing offset.

This MAC protocol can reduce the latency and solve the collision problem in inter-cluster

communications. Besides, the authors of [21] present a novel MAC protocol for delay

sensitive data in a multi-hop mesh network, in which the nodes use local mechanisms to

7
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determine an adaptive transmission schedule and manage the end-to-end delay.

Some other research on delay sensitive applications in multi-hop wireless mesh net

works has been developed, like [22] and [23]. In [22], the authors derive a lower bound of

delay-bound violation probability over multi-hop paths, and analyze the end-to-end average

delay and the delay jitter bounds under different traffic conditions as well. Reference [23]

presents an approach to finding conflict-free TDMA schedules with the minimum schedul

ing delay, in which the authors formulate an optimization problem to find a transmission

order with the min-max delay in a set ofmulti-hop paths, and further devise an algorithm on

overlay tree topologies and use it with a modified Bellman-Ford algorithm to find minimum

delay schedules in polynomial time.

There has been some work focusing on modeling and estimating the delay performance

in WSNs, e.g., [24]-[26]. In [24], the authors analyze the average minimum delay for col

lecting data in networks with different topologies and the impact of several factors such as

packet size, transmission range and channel erasure probability on the delay perfonnance.

End-to-end delay analysis in WSNs is investigated in [25] [26]. A closed fonn expres

sion for the end-to-end delay distributions in a WSN employing data aggregation is derived

in [25], and a stochastic end-to-end delay bound to predict the performance of a WSN

deployment is derived in [26].

1.4 Overview of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, sensor node associations

and CH timeline allocations are jointly studied. Three optimization problems are fonnu

lated with the objectives of maximizing the throughput per sensor node, balancing the

CH energy consumption, and maximizing the network level throughput, respectively. One

8
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heuristic scheme is then proposed for each of the objectives. Numerical results demonstrate

that the proposed heuristic schemes achieve close-to-optimum performance. In Chapter 3,

an analytical model is developed to find the distribution of the end-to-end packet transmis

sion delay in a WSN. The distribution of the local transmission delay between the sensors

and their directly associated CHs is first derived, followed by the derivation of the distri

bution of the inter-CH transmissions and that of the end-to-end transmission delay. The

analysis is verified by computer simulations. In Chapter 4 we conclude the thesis and list

some future research topics.

9



Chapter 2

Association Schemes in WSNs with

Cluster Tree Topology

In a WSN with multiple clusters, a lot of system performance is related to which cluster the

sensor nodes are associated to. For example, transmission delay is dependent on the number

of hops (or intermediate CHs) in order for the traffic to reach the sink:, and the maximum

achievable throughput is determined by the congestion conditions in individual clusters,

which depend on the number of the sensor nodes in each cluster. In a lot of cases, the CHs

are placed in random locations, and strong overlapping may exist between their coverage

areas so that the sensor nodes can choose to associate to different CHs. This provides

opportunities to optimize different network performance, including throughput and energy

consumption. In this chapter we study the relationship between sensor node associations

and different network performance. Section 2.1 gives a brief introduction about the system

that this work is based on. Three optimization problems are formulated in Section 2.2 with

objectives to maximize throughput per sensor node, to balance CH energy consumption,

and to maximize network throughput, respectively. Heuristic association schemes are then

10
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Figure 2.1: Cluster-tree topology

proposed in Section 2.3 for each of the objectives. In Section 2.4 we provide numerical

results to demonstrate perfonnance of the proposed schemes. Section 2.5 concludes this

chapter.

2.1 System Description

We consider a WSN with the cluster-tree topology as shown in Fig. 2.1. The sink is located

at the root of the cluster tree, and all the CBs (including the sink) together fonn a multi

level wireless backbone. We define local traffic as the traffic between the sensors and their

associated CBs. All local traffic should be forwarded by their CBs to higher level CBs

(with a smaller number of hops to the sink) and eventually to the sink. Sensors can only

communicate with their associated CBs. Each CB periodically broadcasts beacons which

the sensor nodes and lower level CBs use to establish the associations with it and acquire

11
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its timeline arrangement. Sensors and lower level CHs receive beacons from the CHs and

decide when to transmit.

Sensors scan the beacons and each sensor is associated to one CH. The transmission

power of the beacons from each CH detennines its coverage area. We assume that a fre

quency reuse plan is in place and there is no interference between transmissions in different

clusters. We focus on the energy consumptions of the CHs, which are powered by batteries

and have a limited amount of energy available. The CHs are important for fonning the

backbone of the network. The energy consumption of the sensor nodes is also an impor

tant topic but not studied in this thesis as extensive work has been done in this area in the

literature.

At the MAC layer, the timeline of the CH is divided into equal length superframes

(SFs), each ofwhich includes a contention access period (CAP) for contention-based trans

missions and guaranteed time slots (GTSs) for contention free transmissions. Communi

cations between the CH and its directly associated sensors use CAP, and communications

between the CHs use GTSs. We consider cluster i as a typical cluster, and use TL,i' TR,i

and TT,i to represent the duration of CAP, the inter-CH receiving time for receiving from

its child CHs, and the inter-CH transmitting time for transmitting to its parent CHs. When

CH i transmits, its parent CH receives at the same channel.

2.2 Problem Formulation

All sensors in the same clusters compete for accessing the CAP time. Let Ni be the total

number of sensors associated with CH i, and 'J7 be the throughput per sensor node which

is represented by the amount of successful transmission time of the sensor node during the

CAP period of each SF. In a saturation case, when all sensors always have data to transmit,

12
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we have

McMaster - Electrical Engineering

(2.1)

where Si is the percentage of the successful transmission time during the CAP period. The

left-hand side of (2.1) is the total throughput achieved in the CAP interval, and the right

hand side is the total throughput of all sensors during the CAP interval. As the transmis

sions are contention-based, Si is a non-linear function of N;,. The analytical relationship

between Si and Ni as well as other MAC layer parameters is derived in [27] and [28].

From (2.1) we can solve TL,i as

(2.2)

Since Si is a function of Ni, TL,i is a function of Ni and 'fl. For a concise presentation in

later derivations, we write this function as

(2.3)

Equation (2.2) indicates that in order to achieve the required throughput for a number of

sensors, the CAP interval should be sufficiently long. This relationship is plotted in Fig. 2.2

based on (2.2) and the formulas in [27] and [28]. The figure shows that the required TL,i

increases with N i for given per sensor node throughput requirement, and it increases more

significantly when Ni or 'fl is larger in order to satisfy the increased total throughput re

quirement and deal with the increased collisions. Consequently, the energy consumption

of CH i increases with Ni . Due to the limited available energy consumption at each CH,

the number of sensors associated with it should be limited. Given the total available en

ergy of a CH and its desired lifetime, the maximum allowed energy consumption of the

CH during an SF is limited, which is defined as Ernax,i' We consider relative static traffic

13
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in this work, and therefore Emax,i is the same for all the SFs for a given CH. The actual

energy consumption of the CH depends on the timeline allocations of the CH. Let Pr and

PT,i, respectively, represent the power that CH i consumes for receiving and transmitting,

then the actual energy consumption of CH i during an SF is given by

(2.4)

where we ignore the energy consumption in the inactive period. The transmission time of

CH i should be sufficient in order for it to forward to its parent CH all the traffic that it

collects from the directly associated sensors and its child CHs. This is given by

(2.5)

if CH i is not the sink. Let CH 1 be the sink, then TT,l = O. For all CHs except the lowest

level CHs (without a child CH) in the cluster tree,

TR "-'" TT"" - DjECi ,J' (2.6)

where Ci is a set of the directly connected child CHs of CH i. For the CHs at the lowest

level in the cluster tree, TR,i = O.

Next we consider the association relationship between the sensor nodes and the CHs.

Given the low cost of the devices, the number of the FFDs and the RFDs may be larger

than the minimum necessary for coverage purpose, so that there is a strong overlapping

area between the coverage areas of different CHs. In this case, a large number of sensor

nodes have choices to associate with different CHs, and the association relation can be done
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Figure 2.2: Relationship between TL,i and N i

to optimize the network perfonnance, such as maximizing overall throughput or balancing

energy consumptions of the CHs. To simplify the presentation of the optimization problems

below, we assume that any sensor can be in the coverage area of at most two CHs. The

optimization problems and the association schemes can be extended to a more general

case, in which the sensors can be in the coverage area of multiple CHs.

Let Nij be the number of sensors in the overlapping area of CH i and CH j, and Nij =

N ji . When i = j, N ij = Nii represents the number of sensor nodes located in the coverage

area of CH i but not in the coverage area of any other CHs, and Ntotal = I::all i I::j~i N ij is

the total number of sensor nodes. Define nij as the number of sensors that are located in the

overlapping area ofCH i and CH j and associated with CH i. We then have nij +nji = Nij

for i i= j, and Ni = I::j nij is the total number of sensors associated to CH i. For a special

15
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To maximize the per sensor node throughput, an optimization problem can be fonnu-

lated as follows

PI: max'rj (2.7)

s. t. Ni = Nii + Ljfi nij (2.8)

nij + nji = Nij (2.9)

Ei :::; Emax,i (2.10)

TL,i +TT,i +TR,i :::; TSF (2.11)

o<n·· (2.12)- tJ

For given 'rj, the energy consumption of the CHs can be balanced through sensor node

associations and appropriate CH timeline allocations. The optimization problem is fonnu-

lated as

P2: minm0xEi (2.13)
t

s.t. Ni = Nii + Ljfi nij (2.14)

nij + nji = Nij (2.15)

TL,i +TT,i + TR,i :::; TSF (2.16)

0< n .. (2.17)- tJ

Let 'rji be the per sensor node throughput requirement for the sensor nodes in cluster i.

16
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The following optimization problem is formulated in order to maximize the total through-

put in the system:

TL,i + TT,i +TR,i :::; TSF

0< n··- 'J

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

When 'r/i = 'r/ for all i, problem P3 is equivalent to maximizing the total number of sensor

nodes that can be served with the required per sensor node throughput.

In all the three optimization problems, the unknowns are nij's, TL/s, TT/S and TR/s.

Therefore, solving the above problems not only finds number of sensor nodes associated to

each CR, but also the timeline allocations of the CRs.

2.3 Proposed Association Schemes

The association schemes work for the network where there are strong overlapping areas

between CRs. Sensors located in non-overlapping areas do not have a choice to associate

to different CRs. We assume these sensors have associated to their CRs already and their

association will not be mentioned below. Before presenting the association schemes, we

first introduce the criteria that the CRs use to determine whether they are overloaded or can

accept more sensor node association requests.

17
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CH i is overloaded if any of the following two conditions is not satisfied.

TL,iFr + TR,iFr + Tr,iFr,i :::; Emax,i'

TL,i + TR,i + Tr,i :::; TSF '

(2.24)

(2.25)

Define Pi as a set of the CHs along the path from CH i to the sink (not including the

sink). Note that adding one more sensor node to CH i increases not only the traffic load

of CH i, but also that of all CHs in Pi' When Ni is increased to Ni + 1, the local traffic

throughput of CH i is increased by TJ, its CAP period should be increased to f (Ni + 1, 'fJ),

and its Tr,i should be changed to Tr,i + TJ. Meanwhile, for all j E Pi, TR,j is increased to

TR,j + TJ, and Tr,j is increased to Tr,j + TJ. Given that there are Ni sensors associated to CH

i currently, CH i can accept one more sensor node only if

and

f(Ni + 1, TJ)Fr + TR,iFr + (Tr,i + TJ)Fr,i :::; Emax,i,

f(Ni + 1, TJ) + TR,i + (Tr,i + TJ) :::; TSF ,

TL,jPr + (TR,j + TJ)Pr + (Tr,j + TJ)Pr,j :::; Emax,j,

TL,j + (TR,j + TJ) + (Tr,j + TJ) :::; TSF ,

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

for all CH j E Pi. Therefore, when CH i receives an association request, it should pass the

request to all CHs in Pi, and the request can be accepted only if CH i and all the CHs in Pi

can accept it.

For the sink, having one more sensor node associated to it increases N1 to N1 + 1.

18
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Meanwhile, this reduces its inter-CH receiving time by 77, since traffic of this sensor will

not be forwarded by another CH. The sink can accept one more sensor node association

request if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

f(N1 + 1, 77)Pr + (TR,l - 77)Pr ::; Emax,l'

f(N1 + 1,77) + (TR,l - 77) ::; T SF ·

(2.30)

(2.31)

Based on the above discussions, we design three sensor association schemes below.

2.3.1 Association Scheme for Maximizing TJ

The associations are performed in iterations. After the initialization process, each iteration

includes two phases. The first phase is for sensor node reassociations among non-sink CHs.

The second phase reduces the target 77 value if it is not achieved in the first phase.

Initialization. i) Each sensor node in the overlapping coverage area of multiple CHs

randomly chooses a CH to associate. For a sensor node that is in the overlapping area of

the sink and another CH, it associates to the non-sink CH. ii) Each CH finds Ni , the total

number of sensor nodes associated to it, based on received association signalling messages.

iii) Assuming the sink is the throughput bottleneck, the maximum possible value of 77 can

be found from the following two expressions, whichever gives the smaller value:

f(N1, 77) + (Ntotal - N1)77 = TSF

f(N1 , 77)Pr + (Ntotal - N1 )77Pr = Emax,l'
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Note that TL,l = f(N1, 'TJ), and

McMaster - Electrical Engineering

(2.34)

The sink does the calculation and broadcasts the calculated 'TJ to all other CHs. This is the

initial target value for'TJ. iv) Upon receiving the 'TJ value, each CH calculates its TL,i. v)

After this, the CHs pass their N i and TL,i values to their parent CHs. This is first done at

the lowest level CHs, and then hop by hop until the sink. During this process, every CH

calculates its TR,i and TT,i, checks its overload status, and reports the status to the sink hop

by hop.

Phase 1: reassociations. If any CH is overloaded, the target 'TJ cannot be achieved, and

reassociations are perfonned between neighboring CHs. In this phase, the re-associations

are performed between non-sink CHs, since this does not change the load at the sink,

and, if successful, the current desired 'TJ can be achieved. All CHs broadcast about their

overload/underload information. Sensors that are currently associated with an overloaded

CH look for a neighboring underloaded CH and send reassociation requests to the CH.

If a CH receives multiple re-association requests, it processes them one by one. If a re

association request is rejected, the original CH is notified. The process is completed when

no more reassociation can be done.

Phase 2: reducing desired 'TJ. If there is still at least one CH overloaded, the desired 'TJ is

reduced to 'TJ(1 - e), where 0 < e < 1 is a small number close to 0, such as e = 0.02. The

exact value of e depends on the required accuracy. Given the new desired 'TJ, the maximum

N1 can be found from (2.32) and (2.33), whichever gives the smaller one. The difference

between this calculated value of N1 and the cunent N 1 gives the maximum number of

sensors that can reassociate to the sink ii-om other CHs. The sink notifies the neighboring
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CRs, which inform their associated sensors to reassociate to the sink. Any sensors that are

in the coverage area of the sink: but are associated to another CR can send a reassociation

request. Eventually, the number of re-associations can also be limited by the actual number

of sensors in the overlapping areas. The new rJ is broadcast to other CRs hop by hop, and

a new iteration starts. This process is repeated until all sensor nodes find their associated

CRs.

2.3.2 Association Scheme for Energy Balancing

This is performed when all sensors have completed the associations and no CR is over-

loaded. At this time, each CR calculates its energy consumption, and neighboring CRs

exchange their energy consumption information. Upon receiving the messages, CR i cal-

culates

(2.35)

where Bi is a set of neighboring CRs of CR i. If Ei is larger than Eave,i by a certain

threshold, one sensor currently associated to CR i is informed to reassociate to a neigh-

boring CR with lower energy consumption, if the sensor node is located in the overlap-

ping area of the two CRs. The following algorithm is performed distributively at each

CR.

1: Let B~ = Bi .

2: while Ei-Eave,i > 0 and B' =I (/) do
EUVE,i ~

3: Find k = arg minjEBi E j

4: while nik > 0 do

5: One sensor in CR i sends a reassociation request to CR k

6: if The request is accepted then
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7:

~l

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

CH i updates nik = nik - 1 and CH k updates nki = nki + 1. N i and Nk are

updated accordingly.

CHs i and k update Ei and Ek , respectively, and their timeline allocations.

For all j E Pi, CH j updates its timeline allocations and energy consumptions.

end if

end while

B' = B' \ {k}

13: end while

Note that the reassociation process can be time consuming. However, this is not done

dynamically, but only at the time when the network is first set up. Once this is done, the

association relation between the CHs and the sensors as well as the CH timeline allocations

are fixed unless the traffic conditions are changed.

2.3.3 Association Scheme for Maximizing Network Throughput

Initially, all sensors associate to the closest CHs, and sensors in overlapping area ofmultiple

CHs randomly associate to one of the CHs. After this process, each cluster can find N i , the

total number ofsensors cunently associated to it. Based on Ni and the required throughput,

the CH can find the minimum amount of CAP duration as

(2.36)

Meanwhile, each child CH passes the value of Ni (total number of sensor nodes associated

to it) to its parent, and this is done from the lowest level CHs to the sink hop by hop. When

this process ends, each CH can find the required time for inter-CH transmissions.
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Given the intra-cluster traffic load, the maximum amount of time remaining for inter-

CH transmissions at CH i is ~nter,i = TSF - TL,i' Meanwhile, the maximum energy

available after collecting the intra-cluster traffic is

(2.37)

The total amount of energy consumption for inter-CH transmissions is

(2.38)

In order to support the cunent sensor associations, the following conditions must hold

and

TR . + TT . + TL . = 2TR . + (1 + S.)TL . < TSF,1, ,1, ,'l It 'It ,1, _

(2.39)

(2.40)

If both (2.39) and (2.40) are satisfied for all i, then all sensor nodes can be served, the

process for throughput maximization is completed. Otherwise, the following reassociation

scheme is perfonned, and the process is repeated at each CH until both the conditions are

satisfied.

The CHs that have both (2.39) and (2.40) satisfied with inequality may have extra re-

sources available for accepting more sensor nodes. However, this is subject to the resource

availability of the CHs along its path to the sink. Therefore, in order to detennine whether

each CH is able to accept more sensor nodes, resource availability messages are passed

from the sink, hop by hop, to the lowest level CHs.
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Adding one extra sensor node to cluster i increases not only the local traffic of CH i, but

also the inter-CH traffic of all CHs along its path to the sink. Let T~,i = f(Ni + 1, 'rJi), and

T~,j = TR,j - SiTL,i + SiT~,i' T~,i is the required CAP time if N i is increased to Ni + 1,

and TR' . is the new inter-CH receiving time for CH j along the path between CH i to the
,J

sink. Then CH i can accept one more sensor node only if

(2.41 )

(2.42)

and

(2.43)

(2.44)

for all CH j E Pi.

The CH broadcasts to its associated sensors, which start listening beacon signals from

neighboring CHs. Those located in the overlapping areas of multiple CHs receive beacons

from other CHs. There can be different ways for a sensor node to do reassociation, either

the current associated CH informs the sensor node to associate to a neighboring CH, or the

sensor node looks for a new CH to associate after receiving an overload message from the

current CH. In either way, we are concemed about the number of sensors associated to each

CH, but not which sensors associated to which CHs.

For a sensor node located in the coverage overlapping area of both CH i and CH k,

after receiving an overload message from CH i, it switches to listen to CH k. If CH k is

not overloaded, it sends an association message to CH k and waits for a response. Upon
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receiving the association message, CH k checks whether it can accept one more sensor

node. The sensor then receives an association acknowledgement from CH k and switches

to CH k after sending a disassociation message to CH i.

It is also possible that CH i is overloaded and all neighboring CHs are also overloaded.

In this case, CH i can either remove sensors from its cunent associated ones until it is

not overloaded, or try to reduce its traffic load for inter-CH cOlllillunications by infonning

its directly connected child CHs to reduce their local traffic loads. We consider only the

f0l111er case in this work.

2.4 Numerical Results

We consider a WSN with the cluster-tree topology as shown in Fig. 2.3, where there are 7

clusters with the root at CH 1. Sensor nodes are not shown in the figure for clarity. The

distance between any two directly communicating CHs is 1 unit. The transmission power

for CH i to reach its parent CH is given by PT,i = Podfj, where CH j is the parent CH

of CH i and dij is the distance between the two CHs. The values of Nii'S are uniformly

distributed between°and 10, and that of Nij's for i =1= j are unifonllly distributed between

°and r which varies during the simulation in order to change the total number of sensor

nodes in the network. Default parameters are listed in Table 2.1. We compare the proposed

sensor association schemes with the conesponding optimum solutions as well as two other

straightforward schemes, refened to as "C1" and "C2". For CI, each sensor node always

associates to the closest CH, and for C2, the sensor node always associates to the CH with

the smallest number of hops to the sink.

In Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 we compare the proposed association scheme for maximizing "7

with other association solutions, with Fig. 2.4 showing the average throughput per sensor
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Table 2 l' Default Simulation Parameters..
Parameter Value

CH receive power, Pr 30mW
Nonna1ized CH transmission power, Po 40mW

Path loss exponent, ex 2
Per node throughput requirement, 'T/ O.lTp /SF

Superframe duration, TSF 15Tp

CH Max. energy consumption per SF, 400

Emax,i mW x time slot

node and Fig. 2.5 showing the total throughput in the network. Both figures show that the

performance of the proposed scheme is quite close to the optimum results and much better

than both Cl and C2.

Meanwhile, we also find that the average throughput for each sensor decreases with

the total number of sensors in the network. This is due to the increased number of sensor

nodes to share the total available network resources. On the other hand, we find from

Fig. 2.5 that the total throughput keeps almost constant using the proposed scheme or the

optimum solution, while decreases using either Cl or C2, as the number of sensor nodes

increases. This is because both Cl and C2 are unable to resolve the increased collisions

during the CAP transmissions, which reduce the channel efficiency. On the other hand, the

proposed scheme can adjust the number of associated sensor nodes to each CH so that to

best utilize the network resources.

Fig. 2.6 compares performance of the proposed scheme for balancing energy consump

tion to the optimum solution as well as schemes Cl and C2. First, we find that the proposed

scheme achieves energy consumptionperfonnance very close to the optimum solution, both

in tenns of the average energy consumption and the total energy consumption. The figure

shows that all the schemes achieve approximately the same average energy consumption.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of schemes for maximizing 'T}, total throughput

This is due to that the traffic load is relatively low and collisions during the CAP trans-

missions are low. Therefore, the amount of network resources is not very much affected

by number of sensor nodes associated to different CHs. On the other hand, both Cl and

C2 result in much higher maximum energy consumption than the proposed scheme. This

is due to that the traffic loads at different CBs are not balanced using Cl or C2. Note

that in a practical system, the maximum energy consumption determines the network life-

time. Therefore, using Cl or C2 leads to much shorter network lifetime than the proposed

scheme.

In addition, we fix the total number of sensors at Ntotal = 86 and vary the percentage

(ratio) of sensor nodes in the overlapping areas. Given the total number of sensor nodes,

the number of sensor nodes in the overlapping areas affects the perfonnance of the reasso-

ciation schemes. When the ratio increases, the energy consumption of the proposed scheme
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is very close to the optimum solution as shown in Fig. 2.7, in terms of both average energy

consumption per CR and total energy consumption of all the CRs. We have also found

that as the number of sensor nodes in the overlapping areas increases, the total energy con-

sumption of all the CRs decreases. This is due to that more sensor nodes can reassociate to

different CRs, making it possible for better adjusting the energy consumption of the CRs.

Meanwhile, the average CR energy consumption increases slightly due to the increased

minimum energy consumption.

In Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 we compare our proposed scheme for maximizing the total through

put in the network with other association solutions. In Fig. 2.8, we fix I:aIl i N ii = 30, and

vary the number of sensors in the overlapping areas. Fig. 2.8 shows the associated ratio of

the sensors when the total number of sensors in the overlapping area increases, where the

associated ratio r= (the number of the associated sensors in the overlapping area) / (total
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number ofsensors in the overlapping area). We notice that if there are not too many sensors

in the overlapping area, all these sensors can be associated with a CR. When the number of

sensors in the overlapping area increases, especially more than 80, the association ratio of

these sensors drops fast.

Fig. 2.9 shows the total throughput in the network versus the total number ofthe sensors

in the network. From this figure we can see that when there are not too many sensors in the

network and all the sensors in the overlapping area can be associated, the total throughput is

proportional to the total number of sensors in the network, as the throughput is 2:i Ni'rJi and

7]i = 0.1 for all CRs. When the number of sensors in the network goes up, the throughput

becomes a constant since the total number of sensor nodes that can associate to each CR is

upper limited for given 7]i requirement.
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2.5 Summary
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In this chapter, we have formulated three optimum sensor association problems for max

imizing per sensor node throughput, balancing CH energy consumption and maximizing

network throughput. Heuristic sensor association schemes have been proposed to achieve

these objectives. Numerical results have demonstrated that the proposed schemes achieve

close-to-optimum performance. In addition, these association schemes achieve much bet

ter throughput and energy performance than the straightforward association schemes when

the sensor nodes choose to associate to either the closest CH or the one with the smallest

number of hops to the sink.
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Chapter 3

Delay Analysis in a WSN with Cluster

Tree Topology

In a typical wireless sensor network with multiple clusters, the CBs fonn a relatively static

infrastructure with a certain topology, and the sensor nodes select their directly associated

CBs. The sensors in the coverage area of a given cluster send their data to the CB, which

further fOlwards the data to the sink through other CBs via one or multiple hops. There

fore, the end-to-end delay includes local transmission delay between the sensors and the

associated CBs and inter-cluster delay between different CBs. In general, the end-to-end

transmission delay does not only depend on the resource allocations within each cluster,

but also that between the CBs. In this chapter we study the delay perfonnance in a WSN

with the cluster tree topology and find the relationship between the end-to-end transmis

sion delay and the timeline allocations of the CBs at different levels ofthe cluster tree. The

remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We first describe the system on which

this work is based in Section 3.1. The distribution of the local transmission delay is derived

in Section 3.2, and the distribution of the inter-CB transmission delay and the end-to-end
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Figure 3.1: Superframe structure and timeline allocations

transmission delay is derived in Section 3.3. Numerical results are demonstrated in Section

3.4, where simulation results are used to verify the analysis. Section 3.5 concludes this

chapter.

3.1 System Description

We consider a WSN with the cluster-tree topology, where the sink (which is also a CH) and

other CHs form a multi-level wireless backbone. Each CH periodically broadcasts beacons

which the sensors and lower level CHs use to establish the associations with it. Sensors (or

lower level CHs) also receive the timeline alTangement information from their associated

CH (or parent CH) and decide when they can transmit. A number of sensors are associated
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to each CH and communicate directly with the CH. The CHs collect data from the sensors

and then forward the data through other CHs hop-by-hop to the sink In a typical WSN,

most traffic is from the sensors to the sink, and traffic in the opposite direction is mainly

for control signalling, which affects little on the system traffic load and data transmission

delay. Therefore, we only consider traffic transmissions from the sensors. We define local

traffic as the traffic from the sensors to their directly associated CHs, and forwarded traffic

as the traffic between CHs.

As shown in Fig. 3.1, channel time of each CH is divided into equal length superframes.

For CH i, each of its superframes is further divided into multiple intervals, the local receiv

ing time with duration TL,i for receiving the local traffic, inter-cluster receiving time with

duration of TR,i for receiving traffic from its directly connected child (lower level) CHs,

and the inter-cluster transmitting time with duration TT,i for forwarding to the parent CH

at the higher level. For a lower level CH, its inter-cluster transmitting time conesponds to

the inter-cluster receiving time of its parent CH. The end-to-end delay is defined between

the time when the packet is generated to the time when it is received by the sink. Fig. 3.1

illustrates the end-to-end delay of packet PI, where to is the time when the packet is gen

erated, and t 3 is the time when it is received at the sink. It is further divided into local

transmission delay and inter-CH transmission delay. Depending on whether the receiver is

the sink, the local and inter-CH transmission delay is defined differently. Below we define

the local transmission delay and the inter-CH transmission delay.

For sensors directly associated to the sink, their packet tran.smissions are finished as

soon as the packets reach the sink. Therefore, its local transmission delay is from the time

when it is generated to the time when it is received at the sink. For a non-sink CH i, the

local traffic collected by the CH should first be buffered in the CH, and the buffered packets
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will be delayed and forwarded to the parent CH during the inter-cluster transmission time.

The local transmission delay is defined to include the time from the moment when a packet

is generated at the sensor to the starting time of the first inter-cluster transmission time of

CH i (the directly associated CH) after the packet is received by the CH. In Fig. 3.1, the

local transmission delay for packet PI is from to to tl, even the packet is transmitted to the

local CH earlier than t l .

When the parent CH is not the sink, the inter-CH delay of a packet from CH i to CH j is

from the start of the first inter-cluster transmitting time of CH i after the packet is received

at CH i to the end of the inter-cluster transmitting time of CH i after the packet is received

by CH j. In Fig. 3.1, the inter-CH transmission delay for packet PI from the level-3 CH to

the level-2 CH is from tl to t2 , even the actual packet transmission time is earlier than t2 .

When the parent CH is the sink, the inter-CH transmission delay of a packet from CH i is

from the start of the first inter-cluster transmitting time after the packet is received by CH i

to the time when the packet is received by the sink. In Fig. 3.1, the inter-CH transmission

delay for packet PI from the level-2 CH to the sink is from t2 to t3.

Each CH keeps a buffer to store its received packets. Let Tp be the transmission time

for each packet, including all the overhead and the inter-frame time and ACKs. Define

KC,i and KF,i' respectively, as the normalized values of TL,i and TR,i with respect to Tp,

i.e., KC,i = TL,i/Tp and KF,i = TR,i/Tp. We consider that both KC,i and KF,i are integers.

We consider that TT,i = TR,j for all i E Cj , and all child CHs share the same inter-cluster

receiving interval of the parent CH. When one child CH finishes transmitting to the parent

CH, the next child CH starts transmitting, and this is done in a round-robin fashion.
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Figure 3.2: Local transmission delay

3.2 Local Transmission Delay Analysis

Each sensor generates data at a random time and stores the data in a buffer. Sensors with

packets to be transmitted share the local receiving time of their associated CH on TDMA-

basis. At the beginning of each superframe (which is also the beginning ofthe local receiv

ing time) of CH i, there are a number of minislots for the sensors and lower level CHs to

report the number of packets to be transmitted to CH i. When the number of child CHs is

small and the local traffic load is low, the mini-slots can share the same timeline as that for

packet transmissions. Otherwise, the CH can be equipped with two radios, one dedicated

for signalling exchanges and the other for data packet transmissions. In either way, the

effect of the reporting process on the packet transmission delay can be neglected. Based

on these reports, the CH assigns the local receiving time to the sensors and the inter-CH

receiving time to the child CHs. If less than KC,i packets are reported from the sensors,
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then all these packets can be transmitted to the CH during the local receiving time in the

current superframe. In order for each CH to know at the beginning of a superframe the

exact number of local and forwarded packets that it will receive during the superfi-ame,

data packets generated after the start of the superframe cannot be transmitted in the local

receiving interval of the same superframe. For example, in Fig. 3.2, packet PI is served in

SF 1, even there is available time in the local receiving time of SF 0.

To simplify the analysis, we consider a virtual buffer that stores the data packets gener

ated by all the sensors in the same cluster and then study the average packet transmission

delay for the entire cluster. We consider that the aggregate packet anivals from all the

sensors in cluster i follow a Poisson distribution and use AC,i to represent the number of

generated packets in one SF. Let XC,i represent the total number of packets in the virtual

buffer at the beginning of each SF, and we find that XC,i is a Markov chain. Let x be the

value of XC,i at the beginning of the local receiving interval in a given SF, and x' be its

value at the beginning of the local receiving interval in the next SF, then we can find the

transition probability of XC,i from x to x' based on different cases. First, when x :s; KC,i,

all the x packets buffered at the beginning of the cunent SF can be served in the local re

ceiving time of the next SF, and x' is equal to AC,i' which is the number of new anivals

during the cunent SF. This is the example from SF °to SF 1 shown in Fig. 3.2. At the

beginning of SF 0, XC,i = 2. Since KC,i = 4, all the buffered 2 packets can be served in

the local receiving interval during SF 0. Since 5 packets anive in SF 0, AC,i = 5, and then

XC,i = 5 at the beginning of SF 1. Second, when x > KC,i in the cunent SF, only KC,i of

the packets can be transmitted to CH i in the next SF and the remaining x - KC,i packets

are still be buffered. Then, x' = x - KC,i + AC,i' This is the example from SF 1 to SF

2 shown in Fig. 3.2. Since XC,i = 5 at the beginning of SF 1, and KC,i = 4, only 4 of
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the buffered packets can be served in the local receiving interval of SF 1. In addition, one

packet (P6) arrives during SF 1. Therefore, XC,i = 5 - 4 + 1 = 2 at the beginning of SF 2.

Given these observations, the transition probability of XC,i is given by

Qc
xx' i, Pr,{XC,i = X'IXC,i = x}

{

Pr.{AC,i = x'},

Pr.{AC,i = x' - x + KC,i},

if x S KC,i

otherwise.
(3.1)

Given the mean of AC,i, the steady state distribution of XC,i, IIxo,i = Pr.{XC,i = x}, can

be found.

3.2.1 Average Local Transmission Delay

Consider a tagged packet that arrives t (0 < t S TSF) time after the beginning ofa reference

SF, for example, SF O. The packet should first wait for TSF - t until the beginning of the

local receiving time in the next SF, SF 1. The total number of buffered packets at the start

of SF 1 is given by (XC,i - KC,i)+ + AC,i, among which (XC,i - KC,i)+ + At,i packets

arrive before the tagged packet, where At,i is the number of packets that arrival from the

beginning of SF 0 to time t. In addition to the waiting time TSF - t, the delay for serving

the tagged packet also includes the time for serving all the (x - KC,i)+ + At,i packets, and

the time for transmitting the tagged packet. That is, the total waiting time is TSF - t plus

the time for serving the (x - KC,i)+ + At,i + 1 packets. When this number is larger than

KC,i, it takes more than one SF until the tagged packet is transmitted.

For sensors directly associated to the sink, the end-to-end delay is equal to the local

transmission delay. Given that XC,l = x and that a packet arrives t time after the beginning
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of a SF, the delay for transmitting the packet is given by

where the second and third terms on the right-hand-side of (3.2) together give the total

amount of time in order to transmit all the (x - Ke,l)+ + At,l + 1 packets,

(3.3)

for i = 1 (the sink) gives the total number of full SFs that the tagged packet should wait be

fore it is transmitted, and [(x - Ke,l)+ + At,l + 1 - ,BIKe,l] gives the number of packets

transmitted in the same SF as the tagged packet. Consider P3 in Fig. 3.2. It arrives during

SF 0, when Xe,i = 2 (x = 2), Ke,i = 4, and therefore (x - Ke,i)+ = O. In addition, 2

packets arrive before P3 during SF 0, that is, At,i = 2. Therefore,,Bi = 0 for P3. Similarly,

,Bi = 0 for PI and P2, and P4. For P5, there are 4 packets that arrive before it during SF 0,

and therefore At,i = 4 and,Bi = 1

Given (3.2), the unconditional mean delay is given by

_ rTSF 00 1
De,l = in L De,llx,t Pr.{Xe,l = x} Pr.{At,l = a}Tdt ,

o a,x=O SF

where -T
I is due to that t is uniformly distributed between°and TSF .
SF

(3.4)

For a non-sink cluster i, given that a packet arrives t time after the beginning of a

reference SF, the conditional delay is given by

(3.5)
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and the unconditional mean is given by
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_ rTSF 00 00 1
Dc,i = in L L DC,ilx,t Pr.{XC,i = x} Pr.{At,i = a} T

SF
dt.

o a=O x=o

3.2.2 Distribution of Local Transmission Delay

(3.6)

We first derive the probability distribution of DC,l and then the distribution of Dc,i for

Distribution of DC,l' Although the actual delay is a continuous variable, we approxi

mate it by considering a discrete case for simplicity. Later on the numerical results will

show that the error caused by such approximation can be neglected, compared to the delay

results from computer simulation. Assume that a packet can only arrive at an integer multi-

pIe of Tp after the start of each SF. In this way, DC,l can only take values of n1TsF + n2Tp

for non-negative integers nl and n2. Define i = i: and K SF
p

distribution for different values of nl and n2 as follows.

TSF We derive the
~.

1. When nl = 0 and 0 < n2 S KC,i' DC,llx,t < TSF' From (3.2) we can find that

f31 = 0, and

n2 = K SF - i + [(x - Kc,d+ + At,l + 1] )

from which we have

(3.7)
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Thus the distribution of DC,I can be found as
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where K I is due to the fact that the arrival time of the tagged packet is equally likely
SF

distributed between 1 and K SF' and the lower limit oft is to ensure at,l ~ O.

2. When ni = {3I and KC,I + 1 ::::; n2 < K SF . Since 1 ::::; (x - KC,I)+ + At,llxa,l=x +

1 - (3IKc ,1 ::::; KC,I' from (3.2) we can find that

(3.10)

from which we can find At,llxa,l=X as

(3.11)

Thus the distribution of Dc,l can be found as

KsF-(n2-Ka,1) <Xl 1

_ L L K
SF

X
t=KsF -(n2-1) x=o

Pr.{At,llxa,l=x = at,2} Pr.{XC,i = x}. (3.12)

As the value of the third tenn on the right-hand side of(3.2) is between 0 and KC,ITp ,

the range constraint of t for the first summation on the right-hand side of (3.12)

guarantees that the condition KC,I + 1 ::::; n2 < K SF is satisfied.
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3. When n1 ~ 1 and n2 = 0, then
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Then n1 = (31 + 1, and

which is equivalent to

- + !:> -
At,llxc'l=X = t - (x - KC,l) - 1 + (n1 -l)Kc,l = at,3' (3.15)

The distribution of DC,l can be found as

(3.16)

Since °~ (x - KC,l)+ < KC,l' the range for i is from 1 to KC,l - 1 in order to

make n2 to be zero in (3.14).

4. When n1 ~ 1 and °< n2 ~ KC,l' we have either
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In the first sub-case, we have

In the second sub-case,

The distribution of D C,l can be found as

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

Pr.{DC,l = n1TSF + n2T p}

KSF 00 1
L L KPr.{At,llxa,FX = at,41} Pr.{XC ,l = x}

- 0 SFt=KSF-(nz-1) x=

Ka,l-l-n z 00 1

+ L L K Pr.{At,llx a,FX = at,42} Pr,{XC,l = x}. (3.21)
t=l x=o SF

The lower and upper limits of i on the right-hand side of (3.21) ensure that condition

o< n2 ::; K C,l is satisfied in each sub-case.

Distribution of DC,i for i =I- 1. After finishing deriving the distribution of D C,l, next we

derive the distribution of DC,i for i =I- 1, which is the local transmission delay for a non-sink

cluster. Again, we consider that t can only take an integer multiple ofTp, in which case DC,i

takes discrete values. Below we find the probability of DC,i = n1TSF +TL,i +TR,i - n2Tp
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for integer values of n1 and n2. According to equation (3.5),

(3.22)

Since TL,i and TR,i are all integer multiples of Tp , we have n1 = {3i + 1, and n2 = t for

(Xc --Kc -)++At -+1 (Xc --Kc -)++At +10< n < K . Based on (3.3) we have " " " < {3- < " " " +1.- 2 SF Kc,i - , Kc,i

Then

(3.23)

Given the value oft and XC,i = x, the range of At,ilxc'i=X can be found as

Define a1 and a2, respectively, as the lower bound and upper bound of At,ilxc'i=X in (3.24),

we have

b

=L L

{

a1 = (n1 - l)Kc,i - (x - KC,i)+ - 1,

a2 = n1KC,i - (x - KC,i)+ - 1.

Then the distribution of DC,i is given by

Pr.{DC,i = nlTSF + TL,i + TR,i - n2Tp}
b

= L L Pr.{At,ilxc,i=X = a} Pr.{XC,i = x} Pr.{t = n2}
X=o al::;a<az

1
Pr.{At,ilxCFX = a} Pr.{Xc,i = x} -K.

, SF
x=o al::;a<az
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3.3 End-to-End Transmission Delay Analysis

Consider CH i. The total number of packets that it receives during an SF is Zp,i = YC,i +

Yp,i, where YC,i is the number of packets collected from the local sensors and Yp,i is the

number ofpackets from the child CHs. YC,i = min{Xc,i, KC,i}, and its distribution can be

found as

Pr.{XC,i 2': Kc,j}, ify = KC,j

Pr,{Yc,j = y} =. Pr,{XC,i = y}, ify < KC,i (3.28)

0, otherwise

Let Cj denote a set of the child CHs of CH j, and CH i is in Cj . We consider the ag

gregate traffic from the CHs in Cj , and study the average transmission delay for all packets

from these CHs to CH j. All the packets that the child CHs have collected before the inter-

CH receiving time of CH j are then waiting to be transmitted to CH j. The total number

of these packets is given by Zj = L:iEC
j

ZP,i and its distribution can be found based on the

distribution of Zp,i'

In addition, there are also packets that have not been transmitted fi"om previous SFs

from the child CHs to CH j, and this is denoted as XB,j. Together, the total number

of packets that are waiting to be transmitted to CH j at the beginning of its inter-cluster

transmission interval is

We find that XB,j is a Markov chain and its transition probability is given by

Pr.{XB,j = x'IXB,j = x}

{

Pr.{Zj ::; K P,j - x}, if x' = 0

Pr.{Zj = x' - x + Kp,j}, otherwise
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where KF,j = TR,j/Tp . The steady-state probability of XB,j can be found based on the

above transition probability and the distribution of Zj.

Denote the number of successfully transmitted packets during the inter-cluster receiving

interval of CH j as YF,j, which is given by YF,j = min{XF,j, K F,j}' Then

Pr.{XB,j ~ KF,j - z}, if y = KF,j

Pr'{YF,j = ylZj = z} = Pr.{XB,j = y - z},

0,

Thus the unconditional distribution of YF,j is given by

if y < KF,j

o.w.

(3.31)

00

Pr.{YF,j = y} = ~ Pr'{YF,j = ylZj = z} Pr.{Zj = z}.
z=o

3.3.1 Inter-CH Transmission Delay

(3.32)

In this subsection we consider the single-hop transmission delay between CHs. We con

sider the case when the receiver (parent CH) is the sink first, and then the case when the

receiver (parent CH) is not the sink.

The parent CH is the sink. When X F,j = x, the inter-CH delay for each ofthe x buffered
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packets at CH i, i E Cj , can be found as

1st packet, DU,i = Tp

2nd packet, DU,i = 2Tp

K F,j 'th packet, DU,i = K F,jTp

(KF,j + l)'th packet, DU,i = TSF + Tp

(2KF,j + l)'th packet, DU,i = 2TsF +Tp

McMaster - Electrical Engineering

x'th packet, DU,i = (rK:,j1-1) TSF + [x - (rK:,j1- 1) KF,j] Tp

Let aj = (rK:,j 1- 1), the transmission delay for the x 'th packet is ajTSF+(x - ajK F,j) Tp.

Given XF,j = x, the conditional one-hop average delay is given by

The unconditional one-hop average delay is then given by

00

DU,i = L DU,ilxF,j=X Pr.{XF,j = x}.
x=l

(3.33)

(3.34)

Given integers nl ~ 0 and n2 ~ 0, when the number of buffered packets is larger

than or equal to n1KF,j + n2, there is one packet in the buffer with delay n1TsF + n2Tp.
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Therefore, we have
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00
Pr.{XF,j = x}

x
(3.35)

The parent CH is not the sink. When XF,j = x, the first KF,j packets in the buffer of

CH i, i E Cj , have delay of DU,i = TR,j, and the next KF,j buffered packets will be delayed

to the next SF and have delay of DU,i = TSF + TR,j. Given the total number of packets

XF,j = x, and define ~j = rxlKF,j1- 1, the average one-hop transmission delay can be

found as

and the unconditional average one-hop transmission delay is

00

DU,i = LDu,ilxF,j=x Pr.{XF,j = x}.
x=l

(3.36)

(3.37)

When the number ofbuffered packets is x and x > n1KF,j, there are min{KF,j, x-n1KF,j}

packets with inter-CH transmission delay of TR,j + n1TsF . Therefore, the distribution of

the one-hop transmission delay is given as

00

Pr.{Du,i = TR,j + n1TsF } = min{KF,j,x-n1KF,j} Pl'. {X
FJ

· =x}. (3.38)
x '

x=nI!(F,j+l
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3.3.2 End-to-end Delay and Drop Rate
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The end-to-end delay includes DC,i' which is the delay between the sensors and their asso

ciated CHs, and the delay between the CRs along the path to the sink. Therefore,

D e2e ,i = DC,i + L DU,k
kEPi

(3.39)

where Pi is a set of the CHs along the path from CH i to the sink but does not include the

sink. The mean and distribution of D e2e,i can be found based on the mean and distribution

of DC,i and DU,k 'So

Define D max as the maximum tolerable end-to-end delay, and the packets with delay

larger than D max are dropped. The drop rate for the packets from the sensors associated

with CH i can be found as

Pdr,i = Pr.{De2e,i > D max}.

3.4 Numerical Results

(3.40)

Consider a 3-level sensor network as shown in Fig. 3.3. The local traffic arrivals in each

cluster follow the Poisson process. We consider that the average packet alTival rate is the

same for all the clusters and equal to >..TSF packets per SF. The duration of an SF is 80Tp .

3.4.1 Local Transmission Delay

In this subsection we demonstrate the local transmission delay for traffic from the clusters

at different levels of the cluster tree.
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Figure 3.3: Network topology

We first vary K C ,3 and observe the local transmission delay for the level-3 traffic. Note

that KC,3Tp = TL ,3' Therefore, varying K C,3 is equivalent to valying TL ,3' Fig. 3.4 shows

that when K C ,3 is small, the average local delay can be very large, since the available

local transmission time is insufficient for serving all the traffic, and the local traffic service

system is unstable. The local transmission delay decreases as K C,3 increases. However,

when K C,3 is sufficiently large, further increasing K C,3 has little effect on the local delay.

Fig. 3.5 shows the distribution of local traffic delay for the level-3 CHs. In the figure,

we can see that the analytical results match the simulation results velY well. A packet has

the minimum delay if it is generated at the end of an SF and transmitted to the CH in the

next SF. In this case, its local transmission delay is approximately TL ,3 (= 8Tp ). Otherwise,

if the packet is generated at the sensor right after the beginning of a SF, it has to wait for

a full SF until the start of the following SF, and the minimum local transmission delay for
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Figure 3.4: Average local traffic delay for level-3 CRs

this packet is TSF + TL ,3(= 88Tp ). Fig. 3.5 shows that most of the local transmission time

is between 8Tp and 88Tp , which indicates that most of the packets can be transmitted to

the CR in the following SF after they are generated. Therefore, this represents a light local

traffic load case.

The distribution of the local traffic delay of the level-3 traffic is shown in Figs. 3.6

and 3.7 for different values of K C ,3 and), values, respectively. Fig. 3.6 shows that for

larger KC,3, the packets are less likely to be delayed to later SFs. Fig. 3.7 shows that

when the traffic load is relatively light, e.g. ), = 0.05 packets/Tp , the local transmission

delay for most packets is less than one SF. As the traffic load becomes heavy, more packets

experience longer delay. When), = 0.11 packets/Tp , packet transmissions can experience

very long delay because the local traffic service system is close to be overloaded.

Next we show the local traffic delay for traffic in the level-2 clusters. Its distribution
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is shown in Fig. 3.8. It is seen that the simulation results match the analytical results very

well. Comparing Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.5 we find that the curves of local transmission delay

distribution for traffic at the level-2 and level-3 clusters have a similar shape, since all the

clusters have the same distribution of local traffic arrivals and the local traffic service rate,

and therefore they have the same distribution of Xc/s and the same distribution ofYc,/s.

The reason that the level-2 and level-3 traffic have the different minimum local transmission

delay is that TR,i is included in the local transmission delay as shown in (3.6), T R,3 = 0 for

the level-3 CHs, while TR ,2 = 16Tp in the simulated system.

Fig. 3.9 shows the distribution of local traffic delay at the sink. The distribution curve

is similar to those for the non-sink CHs. However, as the local traffic delay at the sink

does not include TR,l' the minimum delay can be as small as Tpo Figs. 3.10 and 3.11

show the distribution of the local transmission delay for the traffic from the sensors directly
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associated to the sink. We can see that the distribution is very similar to that for the 1evel-3

traffic.

3.4.2 Inter-eH transmission delay

In this subsection we demonstrate the results for single-hop inter-CH transmission delay.

Fig. 3.12 shows the average transmission delay from the 1evel-3 CHs to the 1evel-2 CHs

when the traffic load is relatively light, and Fig. 3,13 shows the delay when the traffic load is

relatively heavy. Fig. 3.12 shows that when K F ,2 is small (less than 9), the available channel

time for the inter-CH traffic is insufficient and the delay is very large. The delay is relatively

small when K F,2 2: 9. However, increasing K F ,2 too much will deteriorate the delay

perfonnance slightly, since TF ,2 itself is counted as part of the inter-CH delay. We also
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observe that having smaller K C ,3 can achieve slightly better inter-CH delay perfonnance,

as KC ,3 limits the amount of local traffic that can be collected by the level-3 CHs, and

therefore limits the inter-CH traffic load. Similar observations can be found in Fig. 3.13

for the heavy local traffic load case, except that the required K F,2 is much larger in order to

keep stable inter-CH transmission delay.

Figs. 3.14-3.16 show the distribution of the inter-CH transmission delay from the level-

3 CHs to the level-2 CHs. Fig. 3.14 shows that if K F,2 is relatively large, such as 13 or

larger, all the packets can be fOlwarded in the same superframe as the packets are received

by the local CH. However, when K F,2 is smaller, i.e. K F ,2 = 9 or 11, more packets may

be delayed to later superframes. Similar observations can be found in Fig. 3.15 when the

traffic load is relatively heavy. When K F,2 = 18 or larger, all the packets can be delivered in

the same superframe as they reach the local CH, thus relatively good inter-CH transmission
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delay perfonnance can be achieved. When K F,2 = 14 or smaller, more packets have to be

delayed to later superframes. Fig. 3.16 shows that when the traffic load is heavier, more

packets are delayed to later superframes.

Next we set KC,l = K C,2 = K C,3 and A = 0.11 packets/Tp for all clusters and collect

the average inter-CH transmission delay from the level-2 CHs to the sink. The results are

shown in Fig. 3.17, where we observe that the average inter-CH delay for the case with

KC,l = K C,2 = K C,3 = 9 and K F ,2 = 18 is the best among all the three parameter

settings shown in the figure. This indicates that increasing KC,i and KF,i at the lower level

CHs does not always improve the inter-CH transmission delay performance, similar to the

observations that we had in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13.

Figs. 3.18-3.20 show the distribution of the inter-CH transmission delay from the level

2 CHs to the sink. Fig. 3.18 shows good match between the simulation and analytical
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results. As the receiver is the sink, the minimum delay can be as small as Tp • Fig. 3.19

shows the distribution of the inter-CR delay for different KF,l values when the local traffic

load is heavy. It is shown that when KF,l = 55, all collected packets from the sensors and

lower level CRs can be transmitted to the sink within one SF. When KF,l is smaller, more

packets are delayed at the level-2 CRs before they are forwarded to the sink. Fig. 3.20

shows the distribution of the inter-CR transmission delay for different local traffic loads.

When ,\ is larger, more packets are delayed for longer time.

3.4.3 End-to-end Transmission Delay

Fig. 3.21 shows the distribution of the end-to-end delay for the level-3 traffic at different

local traffic loads. When the local traffic load is lighter, the end-to-end transmission is
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Figure 3.24: Distribution of end-to-end delay for level-3 traffic ( A= 0.05 packets/Tp )

more likely to be completed in shorter time. When the local traffic load is heavy, such as

A = 0.11 packets/Tp , most packets are delayed by more than one SF along the end-to-end

path. When A = 0.11 packets/Tp , the end-to-end delay ofthe level-3 and level-2 traffic is

shown in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23, respectively. From these two figures we can see that the delay

distribution is slightly affected by tuning the timeline allocations. For the same three sets

of timeline allocations, the level-2 traffic experiences shOlter delay, and the same changes

in the timeline allocations affect more on the end-to-end delay of the level-2 traffic than on

the level-3 traffic. Among the three sets of timeline settings, KC,i = 10, K F ,2 = 17 and K F ,l

= 53 achieves the best end-to-end delay performance for both the level-2 and the 1evel-3

traffic.

In Fig. 3.24, we fix the timeline allocations related to the level-2 traffic TL ,2 = 5Tp ,

TR ,2 = 9Tp and TT,2 = 50Tp , then vary the time allocated to the local traffic at the level-3
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Figure 3.25: Drop rate for level-2 and level-3 traffic ( ).. = 0.05 packets/Tp )

CR to observe the distribution of end-to end delay for level-3 traffic. We find that it is

possible to improve the end-to-end delay performance by increasing TL ,3' In Fig.3.25 we

keep all these timeline allocations related to the level-2 traffic so that to fix the packet drop

rate for the level-2 traffic for the given maximum tolerable delay requirement, we then

adjust the time allocated to the local traffic at the level-3 CR. It is seen that when TL ,3 is

relatively small, the drop rate for the level-3 traffic is higher than that for the level-2 traffic.

As TL ,3 increases, the drop rate for the level-3 traffic is below that for the level-2 traffic.

At one particular value ofTL ,3, it is possible to achieve an equal drop rate for the traffic at

both levels.

The distribution of end-to-end delay for Level-2 and Level-3 traffic can be found in

Figs. 3.26 and 3.27, respectively. We can see that the simulation results match the analytical

results very well. It is seen that the distributions of the end-to-end delay for traffic at both
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levels have almost the same shape and values. This is because the local traffic load is the

same at both levels, the local receiving time is the same for the two levels, and therefore,

the local transmission delay is the same for both levels. After the packets are received by

their respective local CRs, the level-2 packets should wait for a TR ,2 interval until the stmt

of the inter-CR transmission time to the sink, while the level-3 packets are served during

the TR ,2 interval. Although queueing delay is normally expected for the level-3 packets

during this period of inter-CR transmissions, in this example, TR ,2 = 18Tp = 2TL ,3, and

the available inter-CR time is sufficient for all the level-3 packets to reach the level-2 CR

in the same SF as they are received at the level-3 CR.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we analyze the local transmission delay, forwarded delay as well as the end

to-end transmission delay in a WSN with cluster tree topology. The analytical expressions

for both average delay and distribution of the delay are derived. Our analytical results

match the simulation results very well, and the numerical results indicate that it is possible

to arrange the timeline allocations in order to reduce the transmission delay and balance

the end-to-end transmission delay for the traffic from different levels in the network.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have studied the perfol1nance of WSNs with the cluster tree topology

related to the CR timeline allocations. We have proposed schemes to jointly consider

the timeline allocations of the CRs and the sensor node associations so that to optimize

different network parameters, including maximizing the throughput of individual sensor

nodes, balancing the energy consumption among the CRs, and maximizing the network

level throughput. This work can be further extended to include more dynamic traffic loads.

In this case, the timeline allocations and the sensor node associations should be dynamically

changed, and the overhead due to such dynamic changes should be taken into consideration.

We have also developed an analytical model to find the distribution of the end-to-end

transmission delay for traffic at different levels of the cluster tree, and based on this the

packet drop rate due to excessive delay can be derived. This provides important guidelines

for allocating the CR time resources in order to achieve certain delay or packet drop rate

performance. The analytical model also helps find a solution to achieve balanced end

to-end delay or packet drop rate performance among traffic in different clusters. We will

design a scheme to find appropriate timeline allocations of the CRs based on the local
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traffic load in each cluster to achieve this objective.
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